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To Whom It May Concern:
We submit these comments in support of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau’s (CPFB) proposed rule to limit the use of forced
arbitration clauses in consumer contracts for various financial services
and products. We specifically support provisions in the proposal that
would prohibit clauses that prevent consumers from participating in
class action litigation in court and that would increase transparency
around the use forced arbitration by the financial services industry to
submit data on arbitration filings and outcomes, which the agency could
publish on its website. But the agency should take more specific action
to address the harms to consumers that result from individual forced
arbitration clauses, which the proposal would still permit. At a minimum,
we urge the CFPB to prohibit the worst features of individual forced
arbitration, including financial companies choosing their own biased
arbitrators, requiring hearings in far-flung locations, or charging
excessive fees for filing claims when an individual is forced to arbitrate a
dispute. There is abundant evidence in the rulemaking record to support
these additional safeguards, and their inclusion is necessary for the CFPB
to discharge its mandated responsibilities under the relevant provisions
of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(Dodd-Frank). 1
Member Scholars and staff with the Center for Progressive Reform (CPR)
have thoroughly analyzed the CFPB’s study on forced arbitration, 2 and
we agree with the CFPB’s conclusion that regulation is necessary to
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protect consumers. Our report, Regulating Forced Arbitration in Consumer Financial
Services: Re-Opening the Courthouse Doors to Victimized Consumers, summarizes this
analysis and concludes that (1) the proposed regulation is consistent with the CFPB’s
regulatory authority and (2) that the CFPB should include additional safeguards in the final
rule that address the harms of individual forced arbitration in order to fulfill its statutory
mandate. We have included the paper as an attachment to these comments.

Forced Arbitration Denies Citizens Meaningful Access to the Courts
The key question the CFPB must answer as it continues to develop its forced arbitration
rule is whether the arbitration process offers consumers the same meaningful opportunity
for obtaining justice that is available through the civil justice system. The CFPB’s final study
highlights several key differences between the civil justice system and arbitration, and
taken together, the study’s findings suggest that these differences work to the
disadvantage of consumers. In particular, the study highlights not only the significant
barriers that individuals face in initiating an arbitration action, but also the various ways in
which arbitrations’ procedural rules are heavily stacked against consumers and in favor of
the corporate party involved in the dispute.
Unfettered and meaningful citizen access to the courts has long played a critical role in
effective functioning of the U.S. system of governance in general and in safeguarding the
public in particular. The principle that ordinary citizens have enforceable legal rights is
fundamental to democratic rule of law. By availing themselves of the civil justice system,
victims of wrongdoing—particularly as it is perpetrated through corporate misbehavior—
have access to a powerful avenue for seeking redress for the injuries they have suffered.
Beyond this compensatory role, the civil justice system also reinforces the efforts of
regulatory programs aimed at preventing such harms before they can occur. The threat of
incurring civil liability adds a complementary deterrent factor that can discourage
individuals and businesses from breaking the law and engaging in other kinds of harmful
behavior. Because forced arbitration denies injured individuals the remedies that would
otherwise be available to them in the civil justice system, it reduces incentives for
businesses to prevent harm in advance.

Forced Arbitration Denies Consumers an Effective Tool for Holding
Businesses Accountable and for Seeking Justice for the Harms They
Have Suffered
As the CFPB found in its study, consumer contracts for financial products and services
contain forced arbitration clauses at astonishingly high rates. At least 53 percent of regular
credit card contracts examined contained forced arbitration clauses. Financial products
frequently sold to vulnerable populations, including low-income families and students,
had even higher rates: 92 percent of prepaid credit card agreements contained these
clauses, and 86 percent of private student loan contracts required arbitration to settle
disputes. Consumers are almost never aware that they are signing away their right to sue
by agreeing to a forced arbitration clause. The CFPB’s rule will help protect consumers
from clauses that in some cases can be nearly impossible to avoid.
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The CPFB study further found that consumers who are forced to resolve their claims
through arbitration typically face a process that is replete with abusive conditions. Some
of the most egregious practices include financial companies choosing their own biased
arbitrators, requiring hearings in far-flung locations, and charging excessive fees for filing
claims. These and other burdens dissuade consumers from pursuing arbitration to resolve
their disputes. The CFPB’s study showed that consumers rarely succeed in obtaining relief
for their injuries through the arbitration process. And on the rare occasions where
consumers do prevail, the relief they obtain falls well short of the damages sought.
The CFPB’s study focused in particular on the harms to consumers that result from
prohibitions on class action litigation that are often included in forced arbitration clauses.
Our own research confirms these concerns. Class action litigation plays a unique and vital
role in the civil justice system for holding corporations accountable for their harmful
products and business practices. It enables similarly harmed consumers to seek justice
even if the cost of litigation is too great for any one individual. As our report concludes, the
CFPB’s proposed rule to ban class action waivers would enhance consumers’ ability to
obtain relief for their injuries and to hold businesses accountable for their widespread
abuses.

The Financial Service Industry’s Arguments in Favor of Forced
Arbitration are Exaggerated or Lack Credibility
The financial services industry has and will continue to voice opposition to the CFPB’s
proposed rule, arguing that arbitration benefits consumers. These arguments fail to
acknowledge the reality that consumers fare worse in arbitration, and that forced
arbitration and class action bans effectively insulate corporations from accountability for
harming consumers. Critically, industry arguments that arbitration provides consumers
with a cheaper, faster, and more predictable way to resolve their disputes with financial
services companies do not stand up to closer scrutiny.
Industry opponents of the rule also argue that eliminating arbitration will increase
consumer prices or lead to unemployment. These claims are also meritless. The CFPB’s
study found that the financial services industry does not pass on costs or savings related to
litigation or arbitration to consumers. Moreover, numerous studies have concluded that
regulation in the abstract does not lead to increased unemployment. In fact, an
unregulated financial market led to catastrophic job loss following the 2008 Wall Street
financial crisis. The arguments put forward by the financial services industry cannot
withstand scrutiny and should not dissuade the CFPB from pursuing this important rule.

The Final Rule Should be Strengthened to Address Consumer Harms
from Individual Forced Arbitration
As noted above, Dodd-Frank charges the CFPB with enacting a rule that bans or limits the
use of forced arbitration clauses if the agency determines, based on its comprehensive
study of forced arbitration, that these clauses harm American consumers. Unfortunately,
the proposed rule as currently written falls short of this obligation because it would allow
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the financial services industry to continue to force consumers to use arbitration to resolve
their individual disputes without also providing any meaningful protections.
Contrary to the proposal’s reasoning, the CFPB has a legal obligation to do more than
prohibit clauses that prevent consumers from participating in class action litigation in
court. At the very least, the CFPB should revise the final rule to address such harmful
features in individual arbitration as excessive filing fees, prohibitive hearing location
restrictions, harsh time limits for initiating claims, improper relief limits, and one-sided
restrictions on choice of arbitrators. Each of these features of forced arbitration serves as a
significant barrier to initiating and maintaining an individual claim, and, perhaps not
incidentally, each likely contributes to the relative lack of data on individual claims that
appears to be fueling the CFPB’s overly cautious approach.
To begin with, we disagree with the CFPB’s preliminary conclusion that “[t]he evidence is
inconclusive on whether individual arbitration conducted during the Study period is
superior or inferior to individual litigation in terms of remediating consumer harm.” 3 As
the CFPB’s study found, many of these anti-consumer features are widespread in the
forced arbitration clauses used by the financial services industry, and thus applicable to
individual arbitration claims. Critically, the CFPB’s own proposal characterizes these
features as unique to the arbitration process and without analogue in civil litigation. 4 Thus,
to the extent that the CFPB determines that these features in and of themselves are
harmful to consumers, then the agency has no option but to conclude that they render
individual forced arbitration inferior to individual litigation. The CFPB’s study makes this
precise determination over and over again, finding that all of these features of forced
arbitration have the effect of preventing consumers from both initiating and then
sustaining their arbitration claims. Put differently, the CFPB’s study provides extensive
evidence that the arbitration process is heavily stacked against individual consumers, and
thus provides an inferior forum, relative to civil litigation, for resolving disputes against
financial services companies.
That consumers face significant barriers in pursuing individual forced arbitration claims is
further confirmed by the empirical data included the CFPB’s study on the frequency with
which individual consumers avail themselves of the arbitration process. As the proposal
notes, the CFPB’s study found that very few individual arbitration claims are initiated and
fewer still are brought to a successful conclusion by the consumer. 5
Even if the CFPB was unable to find adequate support in its study of forced arbitration
clauses for an outright ban of the practice for individual claims, which we favor and believe
is supported by the study, it can and should conclude that the study’s findings provide
sufficient justification for regulating the various anti-consumer features that are
commonly included in the forced arbitration clauses that would still apply to individual
claims. After all, Dodd-Frank does not limit the CFPB’s authority to merely banning forced
arbitration clauses. Instead, the statute specifically authorizes the CFPB to take steps short
of a ban, including the option to “impose conditions or limitations on the use of an
3
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agreement between a covered person and a consumer for a consumer financial product or
service providing for arbitration of any future dispute between the parties.” 6 To take this
step, the CFPB must show that the “conditions or limitations” would be “in the public
interest and for the protection of consumers.” 7
Consistent with the CFPB’s proposal, limitations on anti-consumer features in individual
forced arbitration—including, excessive filing fees, prohibitive hearing location
restrictions, harsh time limits for initiating claims, improper relief limits, and one-sided
restrictions on choice of arbitrators—would clearly be “in the public interest and for the
protection of consumers.” The proposal defines measures that “Enhanc[e] Compliance
With the Law and Improv[e] Consumer Remuneration and Company Accountability” as
being both “in the public interest” and “for the protection of consumers.” 8 We would
argue that individual civil litigation is better than individual forced arbitration for
“enhancing compliance with the law and improving consumer remuneration and
company accountability,” and for that reason, we favor a ban on forced arbitration, but if
the agency cannot take this step, it at least must regulate forced arbitration in order to
reduce the disadvantages for consumers as compared to the civil justice system. At the
moment, the objectionable practices we have mentioned in effect leave consumers with
no remedy for reasonable claims, either in the civil justice system or in arbitration. We fail
to see therefore how the proposed rule fulfills the agency’s mandate under Dodd-Frank to
protect consumers.

Conclusion
In its current form, the CFPB’s proposed rule on forced arbitration will make great strides
for consumers harmed by class action bans against financial services companies, but
stronger protections are needed to safeguard consumers who would be forced into
arbitration for pursuing individual claims. The proposal would not prohibit the worst
features of individual forced arbitration, including financial companies choosing their own
biased arbitrators, requiring hearings in far-flung locations, or charging excessive fees for
filing claims when an individual is forced to arbitrate a dispute. As explained above, the
CFPB should at the very least consider revising its rule to address these features. In doing
so, the CFPB would be acting in accordance with its statutory mandate, since these
features have the effect of discouraging and even preventing consumers from initiating
and maintaining their individual arbitration claims, resulting in harm to consumers.
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We thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments, and we are happy to
discuss them with you in further detail.
Sincerely,
Martha T. McCluskey
Member Scholar, Center for Progressive Reform
Professor, William J. Magavern Faculty Scholar
University at Buffalo Law School
State University of New York
Thomas O. McGarity
Member of the Board of Directors and Immediate Past President
Center for Progressive Reform
Joe R. and Teresa Lozano Long
Endowed Chair in Administrative Law
University of Texas at Austin School of Law
Sidney A. Shapiro
Member of the Board of Directors and Vice President
Center for Progressive Reform
University Distinguished Chair in Law
Wake Forest University School of Law
James Goodwin
Senior Policy Analyst, Center for Progressive Reform
Mollie Rosenzweig
Policy Analyst, Center for Progressive Reform
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Regulating Forced Arbitration in
Consumer Financial Services
Re-Opening the Courthouse Doors to
Victimized Consumers

Introduction
Whether they realize it or not, most Americans wake up every morning
already subject to several, if not dozens, of forced arbitration clauses. We are
likely to submit to those clauses when we use financial services like credit
cards, bank accounts, and loans for education, housing, and automobiles.
Increasingly, Americans must give up basic legal rights and remedies in
order to access the financial services necessary for participation in today’s
economy. Indeed, contracts between businesses and individuals that
contain these clauses have become so ubiquitous that they are nearly
impossible to avoid.
In contrast to the civil justice system, the forced arbitration process
disadvantages consumers because it tends to be secretive, less independent
of industry, more prone to erroneous and arbitrary rulings, more likely to
discourage the pursuit of claims with procedural barriers, and more likely to
provide inadequate relief for compensating victims of corporate
wrongdoing. Nevertheless, forced arbitration clauses have potentially
serious consequences because the decisions made by individual arbitrators
are binding and legally enforceable. Consumers typically are unaware of
when and how forced arbitration clauses limit their rights. But those who try
to enforce their legal rights through arbitration quickly learn that the
process they are forced into is designed to protect the interests of
businesses rather than deliver justice.

The forced
arbitration process
harms consumers
because it tends to
be secretive, less
independent of
industry, more
prone to erroneous
and arbitrary
rulings, more likely
to discourage the
pursuit of claims
with procedural
barriers, and more
likely to provide
inadequate relief
for compensating
victims of
corporate
wrongdoing.

The situation of Captain Matthew Wolf, a member of the U.S. Army Reserve,
illustrates the impact of this loss of legal rights. In 2007, Captain Wolf tried to
exercise his rights under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act and end his car
lease early after he had been called up to serve in Afghanistan. Captain Wolf
returned the car, but the dealership refused his request that it refund $400
he had paid toward future lease payments. When he tried to sue for the
money in civil court, the automobile manufacturer invoked the forced
arbitration agreement that was contained in the lease. After initiating the
arbitration process, Captain Wolf was told that the total fees just for bringing
the claim could be as much as $8,200, significantly more than what was at
stake in the case.1
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Such adverse results for ordinary citizens are not uncommon in arbitration,
and they help to explain why the business community has broadly
embraced the practice of including forced arbitration agreements into their
contracts with unsuspecting employees
and consumers. In fact, the forced
arbitration movement can be seen as
part of the business community’s
broader campaign to block citizen access
to the courts.
For several decades now, corporate
interests have waged this campaign
against access to the courts by, among
other things, pressing Congress to enact
legislation that would preempt state tort
law claims relating to a variety of
consumer protection matters and
lobbying state legislatures to adopt such
so-called “tort reforms” as arbitrary caps
2
on non-economic damages. As with these other tactics, forced arbitration
provides corporations with a powerful shield against liability for their
harmful products or activities, since it denies citizens the opportunity to
pursue their meritorious claims against them in federal or state civil courts.
The end result is that businesses evade accountability, corporate
wrongdoing goes unpunished, and the victims of that wrongdoing obtain
no redress for the injuries they have suffered.
Such exclusion of ordinary citizens from basic legal protections violates
fundamental principles of justice. Meaningful economic gain does not come
from unequal power to get away with wrongdoing, but rather rests on
general consumer confidence and respect for law, qualities that are difficult
to quantify, but central to the public interest. The goal of making civil justice
more efficient and affordable cannot be achieved by substituting a system
designed to force a one-sided sacrifice of consumer rights.
The increased prevalence of forced arbitration clauses in consumer finance
did not for the most part result from democratic policy or consumer
preference. Instead, the Supreme Court has stretched the law to expand the
power of business to impose these contract terms on ordinary citizens. Over
the course of several cases stretching back to the 1980s, the Court has laid
the legal foundation for this expansion by broadly interpreting key
provisions of the Federal Arbitration Act of 1925, the federal law that
legitimates private use of arbitration and provides for its judicial
enforcement. At the time the law was enacted, the primary use for
arbitration was to resolve disputes between two relatively sophisticated
businesses that enjoyed roughly equal bargaining power. The Court’s
decisions, however, have sanctioned efforts by corporate interests to
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expand the use of arbitration well beyond this narrow context by making it
easier for businesses to include forced arbitration clauses in contracts with
individual consumers and employees, despite the obvious disparities in
power and sophistication. Because the Court has upheld these clauses in the
face of claims that they violate the contract law doctrine of
unconscionability and the federal common law doctrine of effective
vindication,3 individuals that are subject to forced arbitration clauses have
little recourse against their application.
The problematic use of forced arbitration clauses has become especially
widespread in consumer contracts for various financial services and
products. Consequently, in enacting the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank), Congress directed the newly created
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to examine and potentially
restrict the use of these clauses in the financial products and services it
oversees.4 Consistent with its legal authority, the CFPB completed and
published a comprehensive study of forced arbitration clauses and their
impacts on consumers in March 2015. Based on the findings from the study,
the CFPB announced the outline of its proposal to regulate arbitration
clauses on October 7, 2015. The outline describes in general terms the
agency’s intention to prohibit forced arbitration clauses that prevent
consumers from participating in class action litigation in court. This proposal
outline would still permit forced arbitration clauses that relate to individual
claims, with the CFPB citing inconclusive evidence about the harms that
consumers potentially face in bringing individual arbitration actions. The
proposal outline explains that CFPB will continue to study individual
arbitration.5
Since releasing the initial proposal outline, the CFPB has completed other
important steps in the lengthy and complex rulemaking process, but much
work remains to be done before it can issue its final rule. The agency has
already conducted a small business review panel and is now set to publish
its proposed rule for public review and comment. Following the public
comment period, the CFPB will work toward revising its proposal in
response to the public comments, and then publish a revised final rule. As a
final step, the CFPB will have to defend its final rule on judicial review
against the legal challenges that are likely to follow.
Given the long road ahead, the final rule that emerges could look a lot
different from the proposal outline that the CFPB announced. On the one
hand, the financial services industry will have several opportunities to
attempt to push the CFPB to weaken the rule’s protections for consumers.
On the other hand, the CFPB could elect to adopt stronger restrictions on
the use of forced arbitration for individual claims consistent with its
continued investigation of this issue.
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A strong rule
regulating the use
of forced
arbitration will
deliver significant
public benefits
that greatly
outweigh any
countervailing
costs.

Based on the available evidence, the CFPB’s initial decision to adopt a rule
outlawing forced arbitration clauses that prevent class litigation accords
with its statutory obligation under Dodd-Frank to protect consumers.
Unfortunately, however, the agency risks failing to completely fulfill this
obligation, given that it is also initially proposing to refrain from banning or
otherwise placing consumer protection-oriented limits on the use of forced
arbitration for individual claims, citing a lack of data to justify aggressive
regulation for these types of forced arbitration claims. At the very least, the
CFPB should consider regulating those aspects of individual arbitration that
are clearly harmful to consumers, including excessive filing fees, prohibitive
hearing location restrictions, harsh time limits for initiating claims, improper
relief limits, and one-sided restrictions on choice of arbitrators. Each of these
features of forced arbitration serves as a significant barrier to initiating and
maintaining an individual claim, and, perhaps not incidentally, each likely
contributes to the relative lack of data on individual claims that appears to
be fueling the CFPB’s overly cautious approach. As explored below, forced
arbitration clauses aimed at preventing class and individual lawsuits unfairly
burden consumers by denying them meaningful access to the civil justice
system where they can seek to hold businesses accountable for wrongdoing
and obtain justice for their injuries. Consequently, in addition to banning
forced arbitration clauses that prohibit class action litigation, the CFPB
should also take preliminary regulatory steps to eliminate some of the
considerable obstacles preventing consumers from pursuing individual
arbitration claims.
Unsurprisingly, the prospect of a CFPB rule restricting forced arbitration
clauses has sparked a fierce backlash from the business community in
general and the financial services industry in particular. They complain that
arbitration offers a quicker, cheaper, fairer, and more predictable method for
resolving customer disputes. They also contend that a rule banning forced
arbitration will increase prices, limit credit availability, and harm their
businesses’ profitability. Below we examine each of these claims and explain
why they are unpersuasive. Contrary to the financial industry’s arguments, a
strong rule regulating the use of forced arbitration will deliver significant
public benefits that greatly outweigh any countervailing costs. Among its
many benefits, this rule would ensure that citizens have access to a fair
forum for resolving disputes with credit companies and other consumer
financial institutions.
Dodd-Frank was enacted out of concern that catastrophic harm to the
American public can result from predatory, non-transparent, and deceptive
financial industry practices that nonetheless brought large short-term gains
for some. Given the evidence that access to the courts provides superior
public accountability, deterrence, and fair compensation, restrictions on
forced arbitration for financial services consumers are a reasonable and
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appropriate means for promoting the compelling public interest in a stable,
lawful, and trustworthy financial system.
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CFPB Has a Legal Obligation to Issue a Strong Rule Limiting
Forced Arbitration Clauses
As Congress instructed in Dodd-Frank, the CFPB must enact a rule banning
or limiting the use of forced arbitration clauses if the agency determines that
they are harmful to American consumers.6 Congress directed the CFPB to
make this determination by conducting a comprehensive study on forced
arbitration agreements and their impacts on consumer wellbeing.7 If, based
on this study, the CFPB concluded that forced arbitration agreements harm
consumers, then Dodd-Frank tasked the agency with regulating the practice
“in the public interest and for the protection of consumers.”8
In April 2012, the CFPB launched what would be a three-year-long study of
forced arbitration clauses. This study represents the most comprehensive
investigation of forced arbitration clauses and their effect on consumers
ever produced. The CFPB began the process with the publication of a formal
Request for Information. In response to this request, the CFPB received 60
sets of comments from a wide variety of interested stakeholders, ranging
from public interest organizations to industry trade groups. The agency
followed up on these comments by conducting a series of meetings with
stakeholders to obtain additional feedback.9 After publishing the
preliminary draft of the study in December 2013,10 the CFPB again met with
stakeholders to obtain their comments on its design and findings. To gauge
consumer understanding and awareness of forced arbitration clauses, the
CFPB also conducted a nationwide telephone survey. 11 In March 2015, the
CFPB published the final draft of the study.12
The CFPB’s final study found that forced arbitration clauses appeared in
contracts for consumer financial services at such astonishing rates as 53
percent of credit card contracts, 92 percent of prepaid credit cards, and 86
percent of private student loans.13 These clauses prevent consumers from
pursuing claims in court either individually or as part of a class action
lawsuit, a form of legal action that permits the aggregation of many identical
consumer claims, thereby making it feasible for consumers to sue even if
their damages are small. Class action lawsuits are particularly important in
the context of consumer financial services where companies are able to
greatly enrich themselves by engaging in a broad pattern of wrongdoing
that results in relatively small harms to individual consumers. Among the
forced arbitration clauses that the CFPB studied, nearly 86 to 100 percent
also contained clauses that prevented consumers from pursuing their
arbitration claims as a class action as well, further limiting the effectiveness
of arbitration as a means for obtaining justice.14
Despite the near ubiquity of forced arbitration clauses in many kinds of
contracts, the CFPB nevertheless found that consumers rarely avail
themselves of the arbitration process. Indeed, one of the most remarkable
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findings in the final study is that during the time period the CFPB examined,
only 411 customer-only arbitration claims were made each year on
average.15 Given the millions of disputes that likely arose during that period,
this number seems shockingly low. The situation seems even worse for
smaller arbitration claims, with the CFPB finding that consumers brought
only about 25 claims of $1,000 or less per year during the time period it
investigated.16
The CFPB’s final study also shines a spotlight on the lack of consumer
awareness and understanding of forced arbitration agreements. Not only do
consumers generally not know whether a contract contains a forced
arbitration provision; the study found that consumers are not equipped to
use the presence or absence of such a provision as a factor in deciding
whether to sign a contract.17
The CFPB found that the arbitration process tends to stack the deck in favor
of financial institutions and against the interests of consumers. Consumers
rarely prevailed in the past decisions studied by CFPB, winning only 20.3
percent of all cases involving affirmative claims for relief and only 13.8
percent of all cases involving disputed debt.18 Further, the CFPB found no
evidence to support the financial services industry’s contention that forced
arbitration resulted in lower prices and expanded access to credit for
consumers.19

The CFPB found
that forced
arbitration clauses
appeared in 53
percent of credit
card contracts, 86
percent of private
student loans, and
92 percent of
prepaid credit
cards.

In the months after the CFPB’s final study was released, a wide variety of
stakeholders have cited its findings in calling for stronger restrictions on
forced arbitration clauses. In May 2015, several members of Congress wrote
to CFPB Director Richard Cordray asking him to fulfill his statutory obligation
to regulate forced arbitration clauses.20 Citing the “substantial bedrock of
evidence” presented in the study, the lawmakers urge the CFPB to issue
“strong rules” that would protect consumers. Several public interest groups,
including a coalition of fair-lending-in-housing advocates and a coalition of
consumer rights advocates, have also written to Director Cordray expressing
their support for a strong forced arbitration agreement.21
In October 2015, the CFPB took its first step toward developing a forced
arbitration rule when it released a pre-proposal outline as part of a small
business review panel process. According to the outline, the CFPB will
proceed in two steps. First, it is considering prohibiting forced arbitration
clauses only insofar as they prevent consumers from participating in class
action litigation. The CFPB concluded that maintaining consumers’ access to
class action litigation should be preserved, particularly given the data in its
in final study showing that few individuals are able to effectively vindicate
small value claims through arbitration.22
Second, as to arbitration clauses relating to individual claims, the CFPB
concluded that they lacked sufficient data to justify a similar ban. For
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individual arbitration claims, the proposal outline describes the CFPB’s plans
to require the financial services industry to submit data on arbitration filings
and outcomes, which the agency could publish on its website. The CFPB
anticipates that such transparency measures would help to mitigate the
potential for harm to consumers from arbitrations carried out by biased
administrators or in an otherwise unfair manner .23

Congress made it
clear that a
strictly
monetized
industry-focused
cost-benefit
analysis does not
apply. By law,
CFPB must
ensure that its
forced arbitration
rule is consistent
with the “public
interest.”

As the rulemaking progresses, CFPB should resist calls from the financial
services industry and its conservative allies in Congress to use a strict and
industry-centered cost-benefit analysis to design the forthcoming rule
regulating forced arbitration for several reasons. As a threshold matter, the
Dodd-Frank legislation does not require that the forthcoming rule be
formulated in this manner. Moreover, it is infeasible to produce a fully
quantified estimate of costs and benefits.24 This approach would require the
agency to embark on the wasteful and ultimately quixotic task of attempting
to identify the precise point at which regulatory benefits exceed regulatory
costs. This would require fully quantifying and monetizing all of the social
costs and benefits of a whole range of regulatory options and then, by
calculating the point at which the marginal benefits curve intersects the
marginal costs curve, identifying that level of regulation that is most
economically efficient or “optimal.”
Finally, not only is it infeasible to produce a fully quantified and monetized
cost-benefit analysis for these kinds of public interest safeguards, the
approach is fundamentally flawed in that it generates inherently skewed
results that favor industry interests. Due to various methodological
shortcomings, cost-benefit analysis systematically overestimates regulatory
costs, while systematically underestimating regulatory benefits. Whereas the
public interest requires consideration of benefits that defy easy
quantification and monetization, the costs to industry are typically much
easier to capture in dollars-and-cents terms. In addition, unlike a qualitative
evaluation of the public interest, a cost-benefit analysis that centers on
monetized costs tends to minimize or obscure the values and social goals
that public interest regulations seek to advance. One reason for this is that
some private costs to industry should reasonably count as public gains. In
other words, when a business is no longer able to profit from cheating,
confusion, and fraud, this should represent an overall societal benefit rather
than a “cost” to business. Consider, for example, Bernie Madoff, who
collected an estimated $64.8 billion by defrauding more than 10,000 people.
Among the victims was a group of labor unions that lost several hundred
million by investing part of their pension in Madoff’s fraudulent hedge fund.
They were able to recover nearly everything they lost when they settled a
class action lawsuit against investment firms associated with Madoff’s hedge
fund for $219 million.25 Similarly, a class action lawsuit against Bank of
America settled in 2011 for $410 million to resolve claims that it cheated its
customers by improperly charging them for overdraft fees related to their
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debit card purchases.26 As a conceptual matter, the return of these ill-gotten
gains to customers—and whatever costs Bank of America must incur to
ensure that similar malfeasance does not occur again in the future—belongs
on the benefits side of the ledger.
The practical effect of designing a
regulation governing access to justice
on the basis of a strict cost-benefit
analysis is that it dilutes the
safeguards of law, leaving the public
inadequately protected against
corporate wrongdoing. If the CFPB
were to design the forced arbitration
rule in this manner, it would violate
Congress’s clear mandate in DoddFrank that the rule put consumer
protections ahead of industry profits.
In recent years, the business
community has had some success in
blocking other rules that were developed to implement Dodd-Frank and
other statutes by convincing activist judges to read what amounts to a
deceptively monetized cost-benefit analysis requirement into the relevant
statutory provisions that authorized the rules. Perhaps the most notorious
instance was the decision by the U.S. District Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit in Business Roundtable v. SEC, in which the court struck down the
Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) “proxy access rule,” a
regulation that sought to promote greater shareholder democracy.27 The
court agreed with the plaintiff business trade associations that the SEC failed
to properly assess the rule’s costs. Though the agency attempted to
calculate the rule’s impacts upon “efficiency, competition, and capital
formation,” as required by law, the court determined that it had not done so
to its exacting standards. Whether and how an agency could put an accurate
or meaningful monetary value on concepts as nebulous as “efficiency,
competition, and capital formation” is unclear. Needless to say, these and
other similar decisions have had a chilling effect on the SEC and other
agencies charged with ensuring Americans’ financial security.28
The CFPB is not similarly constrained by this line of cases. Congress made it
clear that a strictly monetized industry-focused cost-benefit analysis does
not apply by directing the CFPB to ensure that its forced arbitration rule is
consistent with the “public interest.” The Supreme Court’s recent opinion in
Michigan v. EPA has confirmed that strict monetization is not necessary to
an agency evaluation of whether a regulation meets this benchmark.
In the Michigan case, the Court examined whether a congressional
command to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to issue a rule only
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if it was “appropriate” required the agency to consider both costs and
benefits. The Court reasoned that “[n]o regulation is ‘appropriate’ if it does
significantly more harm than good,”29 and that this language simply
required the EPA to undertake a basic consideration of costs as part of its
regulatory decision-making. The Court distinguished this “soft” version of
cost-benefit analysis from the kind that was at issue in Business Roundtable
and other similar decisions. It explained that the EPA was not obliged to
“conduct a formal cost-benefit analysis in which each advantage and
disadvantage is assigned a monetary value.”30 It is likewise reasonable to
interpret Dodd Frank’s public interest standard to require no more than a
similar soft cost-benefit analysis requirement for the CFPB’s forced
arbitration rule.
As explained in greater detail below, a robust rule limiting forced arbitration
clauses would easily satisfy this more rigorous but less formal and nonquantified cost-benefit analysis test, since the large public benefits it would
produce are more than sufficient to justify any countervailing costs.
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Lack of Access to the Civil Justice System Unfairly
Disadvantages Consumers
The key question the CFPB must answer as it continues development of its
forced arbitration rule is whether the arbitration process offers consumers
the same meaningful opportunity for obtaining justice that is available
through the civil justice system. The CFPB’s final study highlights several key
differences between the civil justice system and arbitration, and, taken
together, the study’s findings suggest that these differences work to the
disadvantage of consumers. In particular, the study highlights not only the
significant barriers that individuals face in initiating an arbitration action, but
also the various ways in which arbitrations’ procedural rules are heavily
stacked against consumers and in favor of the corporate party involved in
the dispute. The study’s empirical data provide further evidence that
arbitration denies victims of corporate malfeasance a realistic shot at
obtaining compensation for their injuries. These data confirm that few
consumers avail themselves of the arbitration process, and fewer still prevail
in their claims or recover more than a small percentage of the damages they
are seeking. Consequently, the practical effect of forced arbitration
agreements is to relegate consumers to an inferior forum for pursuing their
legal rights where they might be denied a legitimate opportunity to hold to
account the corporation that violated the law and to obtain just
compensation for their injuries.
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The CFPB took a conservative approach to interpreting some of the findings
in its final study. Most notably, the agency claimed in its pre-proposal outline
that the small number of arbitration claims available in its data set supplied
evidence that was too inconclusive to justify a blanket ban on all forced
arbitration clauses. In reality, of course, the small number of claims is likely
evidence of systematic flaws of the arbitration process itself and the undue
burdens that consumers face in pursuing arbitration claims. As the CFPB
continues development of this rulemaking, it should resist using uncertainty
as an excuse to do nothing, but rather pursue regulatory reforms that will
make arbitration more accessible to consumers. Such reforms could address
such barriers to initiating and maintaining individual arbitration claims as
strict time limits for initiating claims, high filing fees, inconvenient hearing
locations, improper limits on available relief, and biased arbitrators. While
these measures would fall short of banning forced arbitration for individual
claims, they might at least eliminate the most harmful features of forced
arbitration for consumers so that it provides a better avenue for them to
seek redress from the financial services industry for any injuries they might
have suffered.
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Forced Arbitration Clauses and Class Action Waivers Defeat Meaningful Access
to Courts for Consumers of Financial Services

The civil justice
system reinforces
the efforts of
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at preventing
harm before it
can occur.

Unfettered and meaningful citizen access to the courts has long played a
critical role in effective functioning of the U.S. system of governance in
general and in safeguarding the public in particular. The principle that
ordinary citizens have enforceable legal rights is fundamental to democratic
rule of law. By availing themselves of the civil justice system, victims of
wrongdoing—particularly as it is perpetrated through corporate
misbehavior—have access to a powerful avenue for seeking redress for the
injuries they have suffered. Beyond this compensatory role, the civil justice
system also reinforces the efforts of regulatory programs aimed at
preventing such harms before they can occur. The threat of incurring civil
liability adds a complementary deterrent factor that can discourage
individuals and businesses from breaking the law and engaging in other
kinds of harmful behavior.
The CFPB has found that civil litigation against the financial services
industry, particularly in class actions, has achieved billions of dollars in
compensation for ordinary citizens. Together, the 419 class action lawsuits
studied by the CFPB reached settlements that called for nearly $2.7 billion in
compensation, which included cash compensation of $2 billion and various
forms of in-kind relief, such as the provision of free or discounted services,
worth $644 million. Contrary to the claims of industry opponents of class
action, the compensation from these settlements actually reaches the class
members. Among the 251 settlements for which the CFPB had access to
payment data, class members had received or were scheduled to receive a
total of $1.1 billion in cash compensation or debt forbearance. Among the
236 settlements for which the CFPB had access to payment and class
membership data, the agency further found that a total of 34 million class
members had received or were scheduled to receive cash compensation.31
The increasingly widespread use of forced arbitration clauses, however, is
depriving citizens of meaningful access to the courts, thereby undercutting
the civil justice system. First, consumers cannot sue in court, depriving them
of the right to form class actions in court. As just noted, class actions in court
have been particularly effective in obtaining compensation for ordinary
citizens. And, because forced arbitration clauses have become particularly
common in the context of contracts for various kinds of financial services,
consumers have little opportunity to avoid them. The CFPB found that over
50 percent of credit card contracts and 44 percent of checking account
contracts contained these clauses. In contracts for prepaid cards, payday
loans, private student loans, and third-party wireless service, the prevalence
is even higher, ranging from 84 percent (payday loans) to as high as 92
percent (prepaid cards).32 The CPFB found that the inclusion of forced
arbitration clauses was far more common among the larger firms within a
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given industry, particularly in the consumer checking account, private
student loan, and mobile wireless industries.33
Second, the forced arbitration clauses also prohibit citizens from banding
together to pursue common joint claims in arbitration. Not only do such
clauses prohibit consumers from pursuing class actions in the courts; they
also cannot do so in arbitration. The CFPB found that the vast majority of
forced arbitration clauses it examined—between 86 and 100 percent
depending on the industry—contained class action waivers that prohibit
consumers from joining together to pursue arbitration claims.34
Despite the relative ubiquity of forced arbitration clauses, few consumers are
aware that many of the financial services contracts to which they are party,
contain them, and most consumers do not understand their significance. In
preparing its final study, the CFPB conducted extensive surveys of public
awareness and understanding of forced arbitration clauses contained in
credit card contracts. It found that more than 54 percent of the individuals
surveyed who were subject to such clauses did not know if they could bring
a lawsuit against their credit card issuer, and close to 40 percent incorrectly
believed that they could. In contrast, only 7 percent of those surveyed
recognized that the forced arbitration clause meant that they could not sue.
This stark trend extends to consumer understanding about their rights to
join a class action lawsuit against the credit card issuer, with 57 percent
incorrectly stating that they could.35 While a few financial services contracts
offer consumers a limited opportunity to opt out of forced arbitration
clauses, the CFPB found that most consumers it surveyed were unaware of
this opportunity and thus were not able to take advantage of it.36
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The wide lack of awareness is not surprising given that forced arbitration
clauses are often buried in the fine print of lengthy adhesion contracts,
which can contain several pages of dense legal jargon.37 Many consumers
don’t even realize that they have entered into these contracts, since many
businesses now treat such mundane acts as the use of a website or
acceptance of a product as satisfying the requirement of voluntary
consumer assent. Even if consumers become aware of and understand these
clauses, they generally cannot negotiate over them, since all of the terms
and conditions of the contracts are offered on a take-it-or-leave it basis. At
best, their only alternative is to conduct the time-consuming and complex
research necessary to find businesses that offer their services without forced
arbitration clauses, which, as noted above, may be rare in many industries,
such as prepaid cards or private student loans.
Due to pervasive misunderstanding, many consumers are caught
completely off-guard when they attempt to avail themselves of the civil
justice system to seek redress for harms they have suffered from credit card
issuers and other financial services firms. This suggests that consumers are
not providing informed consent prior to entering contracts that contain
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forced arbitration clauses. As a result, they are not able to express their
preference in the marketplace for contracts that lack these clauses, nor are
they able to bargain for lower process or better services in exchange for
assenting to them. These vast information disparities between consumers
and financial services industries regarding forced arbitration only reinforce
the concern that consumers lack adequate bargaining power when entering
into contracts that contain these clauses. They also call into question the
fundamental appropriateness of the use of these clauses in complex
consumer financial services contracts, especially given that arbitration was
originally conceived as providing an alternative means of dispute resolution
for two sophisticated businesses with relatively equal bargaining power.38
As citizen access to the courts continues to be systematically cut off by
forced arbitration clauses, it will be increasingly important for government
regulators to fulfill their role of holding corporations accountable by
bringing public enforcement actions. The CFPB’s data indicate that public
enforcement actions alone may not be adequate to achieve justice for
victims of abuses committed by the financial services industry. In particular,
these data show that across cases of various sizes, private litigation has been
far more successful in obtaining monetary relief for deserving plaintiffs as
compared to public enforcement actions brought by government
regulators. These disparate results were evident in cases involving only
private litigation (i.e., “private-only cases”) as well as in those in which public
enforcement action was brought by government regulators after private
litigation regarding the claims had already been initiated (i.e., “private-first
cases”). For example, the CFPB found that in cases involving larger claims
(i.e., $10 million or more), settlements involving only private class actions or
in which the private class action preceded the public enforcement action
yielded almost $1.75 billion in relief for consumers. In contrast, settlements
of large claims in which the public enforcement action preceded the private
class action yielded only $299 million in consumer relief. For cases involving
smaller claims (i.e., less than $10 million), the same pattern held: private-only
and private-first settlements generated relief of $6.8 million compared to
just $180,000 in relief achieved in public enforcement-only and public
enforcement-first cases.39
Several reasons might account for the relative lack of success in public
enforcement actions. These include shrinking budgets and the threat of
political attacks from industry and Congress that might force government
regulators to approach enforcement actions more conservatively than is
appropriate under the circumstances. Since these factors are likely to persist
for the foreseeable future, it is reasonable to expect that public enforcement
actions by government regulators will continue to fall short of what is
needed to adequately hold corporations accountable for harming
consumers. This further underscores the importance of ensuring citizens
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access to the courts where they will be empowered to seek justice on their
own.
Finally, forced arbitration also prevents individuals from using civil litigation,
and particularly class actions, to root out the worst industry-wide abuses by
promoting needed consumer-oriented reforms. For example, judges in class
actions or other civil suits can grant valuable remedies that go beyond
simply compensating harmed plaintiffs, including issuing various kinds of
injunctions and orders that require firms to abandon harmful practices or
adopt ones that advance the interests of consumers.40 By design, such
reforms would increase consumer financial security and help avert future
legal disputes. In contrast, arbitrators generally lack the authority to grant
these kinds of relief.
Forced Arbitration Denies Consumers an Effective Tool for Holding Businesses
Accountable and for Seeking Justice for the Harms They Have Suffered
The Barriers to Bringing an Arbitration Claim are Often Too High for Consumers
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The CFPB’s final study suggests that consumers are reluctant to use
arbitration to resolve meritorious disputes with financial services companies,
particularly when their claims involve relatively small claims. Overall, the
agency found that only 411 customer-only arbitration claims were made
each year on average.41 The agency further found that consumers brought
only about 25 claims of $1,000 or less per year, which represented
approximately four percent of all of the arbitrations it examined.42 In
response, industry and its supporters might claim that financial services
firms are able to successfully resolve most consumer industry complaints
through internal dispute resolution processes without the need for resorting
to arbitration.43 Undoubtedly, many consumer complaints, particularly those
involving relatively small amounts of money, are resolved in this fashion.
Nevertheless, given that the class action lawsuits against the consumer
financial services industry noted above involved millions of individual class
members in total, it seems unlikely that successful resolution of consumer
complaints through internal dispute resolution procedures can fully account
for these remarkably low numbers. Instead, these data suggest that
individual consumers are forgoing the opportunity to use arbitration as
means for seeking redress for many of their injuries and that all too often
financial services firms are not being held to account for their illegal and
harmful behavior.
The relatively sparse use of arbitration, particularly for smaller claims, is not
surprising given the significant obstacles that consumers might face in order
to pursue a claim. Arbitration can involve large up-front fees and potentially
risky fee-shifting arrangements that make pursuit of smaller claims
prohibitively expensive.44 To be sure, the initial filing fees can be low in
many cases. For example, the two leadings arbitration organizations, the
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American Arbitration Association (AAA) and JAMS, set initial filing fees at
$200 and $250, respectively, which generally apply in most of their
consumer arbitration actions.45 Companies are free, however, to include
provisions in forced arbitration clauses that call for the application of much
higher initial filing fees. For example, in
one case involving PayPal, the company
stipulated that AAA’s Commercial
Arbitration Rules would apply (as
opposed to those that apply to
consumer-related disputes). As such,
customers had to pay more than $2500
in arbitration fees, much more than the
$125 cap that applied in AAA consumer
cases at the time.46
In addition, while less common than in
the past, some consumer contracts
provide that arbitration hearings must
take place in certain specified locations,
which could require claimants to travel
hundreds or thousands of miles at their own expense.47 For example, some
forced arbitration clauses have required customers to bring their claims in
Arizona, California, or Delaware, regardless of where they happen to reside.48
Forced arbitration clauses can impose additional impediments for bringing
claims, including relief limits and shortened statutes of limitations for
initiating a claim. For example, the CFPB’s final study found that the
contracts for prepaid card, checking accounts, and mobile wireless services
frequently included provisions that blocked consumers from obtaining
punitive and consequential damages related to their claim.49 The CFPB also
found several examples of consumer contracts that included strict time
limitations. For instance, the agency found that payday loan contracts with
these provisions set an average time limit of less than 100 days after the
claim first arose within which consumers would be required to initiate
arbitration proceedings.50
Consumers would be in a better position to overcome many of these
barriers to pursuing their claims in arbitration if they were able to do so as a
class action. In this way, many of the large upfront costs of bringing an
arbitration claim could be shared among the class members, which would
make it more feasible to pursue smaller claims. But, as noted above, the vast
majority of forced arbitration clauses in financial services contracts contain
class action waiver provisions, which prohibit the use of class actions to
pursue arbitration claims. These class action waivers thus create another
impediment to the use of arbitration by consumers. As the dissenters in the
Supreme Court case AT&T v. Concepcion noted, when individuals are barred
from banding together to pursue their small claims collectively, consumers
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lose the incentive to pursue those claims at all.51 Financial service providers
can thus evade responsibility for perpetrating small but widespread wrongs
against a large group of consumers who are never able to achieve
compensation for their injuries. As such, the CFPB’s announcement that it
intends to institute a rule that would preserve a consumer’s ability to pursue
a class action is particularly significant, because it would eliminate a
significant obstacle that prevents consumers from holding companies
accountable for wrongful or illegal behavior.
At the same time, however, the myriad evidence demonstrating that
consumers face substantial barriers to bringing an arbitration claim makes
the CFPB’s tentative decision to allow forced arbitration clauses that apply to
individual claims all the more disappointing. As noted above, the agency
cited the relatively few arbitration cases available in its data set as providing
inclusive evidence that the use of forced arbitration for individual consumer
claims was detrimental to the public interest. However, the most plausible
explanation for the relatively few arbitration cases is that the barriers to
bringing an arbitration claim are substantial enough to discourage most
consumers from availing themselves of the process at all.
The CFPB should not merely limit itself to continued studies of individual
forced arbitration. Rather, the agency should go even further and work
toward a final rule that would eliminate the various kinds of barriers to
initiating an individual arbitration claim, so that the arbitration process
provides consumers with a fairer and more accessible venue for seeking
compensation for their injuries and for holding the financial services more
accountable for their harmful actions. At a minimum, the CFPB should work
toward a final rule that addresses such anti-consumer features of arbitration
as strict time limits for bringing claims, excessive filing fees, inconvenient
hearing locations, and improper limits on available relief. These kinds of
regulatory limits on individual forced arbitration would guarantee
consumers a level of due process that is more akin to what must be provided
in the civil justice system, and they would do so without undermining any of
the purported benefits that the financial services industry claims that the
arbitration process provides. As such, regulatory limits would clearly fall
within the CFPB’s statutory mandate under Dodd-Frank. Moreover, such
limits would at least provide consumers with some level of due process
protections while the CFPB continues to study the issue of individual forced
arbitration. Indeed, the CFPB might even conclude on the basis of these
studies that a blanket ban on forced arbitration clauses—including those
that apply to individual litigation and class action litigation—is the only
effective regulatory option to fulfill its statutory obligation under DoddFrank to protect consumers and advance the public interest.
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The Arbitration Process is Stacked Against Consumers with Meritorious Claims
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Consumers across the various industries CFPB analyzed prevailed in their
claims far less frequently than the corporations they went up against. For
example, the CFPB identified 158 arbitrations involving affirmative claims for
relief brought by consumers for which it could determine the amount of the
award. Of those, consumers prevailed only 20.3 percent of the time (32
cases), winning an average of only 12 cents for every dollar claimed over
all.52 The CFPB also identified 174 arbitrations involving disputed debts
brought by consumers for which it had complete data. Of those, consumers
prevailed only 13.8 percent of the time (24 cases), successfully disputing an
average of only five cents of every dollar of debt that was at issue over all.53
Small-value claimants achieved similarly poor results through forced
arbitration. Of the 19 consumers who brought affirmative claims for less
than $1000 filed in 2010 and 2011, only 4 (21 percent) received affirmative
relief.54 In contrast, when corporations brought affirmative claims or
counterclaims to arbitration, they nearly always succeeded, prevailing about
93 percent of the time (227 cases out of a total of 244 for which the CFPB
had data on the terms of the award). Over all, these companies won 91 cents
for every dollar they claimed.55
Industry supporters of forced arbitration might argue that the low number
of successful arbitration cases brought by consumers is simply a reflection of
the fact that few of the cases involved meritorious claims. This explanation
alone, however, cannot possibly account for the extremely low numbers in
the CFPB’s study. After all, it is highly unlikely that consumers brought only
56 meritorious claims (32 involving affirmative claims of relief and 24
involving disputed debt) to arbitration during the two-year period covered
by the study’s findings. This small number is especially striking when
compared to the CFPB’s data on successful class action litigation. As noted
above, for example, the CFPB identified at least 236 successful class action
settlements that involved a total of 34 million members. Given that tens of
millions of individuals brought meritorious claims in civil litigation, it seems
that more than a few dozen should have been able to do the same in
arbitration.
Moreover, the skewed results are not surprising given that the procedural
rules of arbitration are heavily stacked against the consumer and in favor of
the corporation. As a threshold matter, corporations typically enjoy a close
relationship with the arbitrator that resolves their disputes, raising serious
concerns about whether arbitration provides consumers with a neutral
forum in which to pursue their claims. In their forced arbitration clauses,
businesses typically specify the arbitration organization that will hear any
resulting disputes or in some cases will allow the customer to choose from a
limited selection of arbitration organizations. Just a handful of arbitration
organizations dominate this market. For example, the CFPB’s final study
found that AAA was the most commonly selected arbitration organization,
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appearing as the sole option in 48.5 percent of credit card contracts, 55.7
percent of checking account contracts, and 37.3 percent of prepaid card
contracts. When taking into account forced arbitration clauses that provided
consumers with a limited choice of arbitration organizations, AAA is nearly
ubiquitous, appearing in 83.3 percent of credit card contracts, 91.8 percent
of checking account contracts, and 94.1 percent of prepaid card contracts.56
Other dominant arbitration organizations include JAMS and the National
Arbitration Forum (NAF). The CFPB found very few contracts with forced
arbitration clauses in which consumers had the option of choosing an
arbitration organization other than these main three.57
The close relationships with their corporate clients create the appearance, if
not the reality, of a problematic conflict of interests for arbitration
organizations. Indeed, these organizations would appear to have a powerful
economic incentive to deliver favorable results to the companies that select
them in order to encourage repeat business in the future and maintain a
steady revenue flow. Aware that a string of losses might induce a company
to revise its consumer contracts to direct its arbitration business to
competing arbitration organizations, individual arbitrators are likely to feel
some degree of pressure to rule in favor of their corporate clients. A 2007
analysis by the Christian Science Monitor of individual arbitrations
conducted by the NAF provides empirical support for this concern. The
analysis found that the NAF’s 10 most used individual arbitrators—who
together presided over 60 percent of the cases heard—ruled in the
consumer’s favor only 1.6 percent of the time. By comparison, the least
frequently used arbitrators (i.e., those involved in three or fewer cases) ruled
in the consumer’s favor 38 percent of the time. Two former arbitrators for
the NAF also told the Christian Science Monitor that bank clients declined to
send them new cases after they had ruled against them in earlier
arbitrations.58 For its part, the civil justice system is largely able to avoid
these kinds of problems by relying on well-established rules that require
judges to recuse themselves from cases in which they face similar sorts of
conflicts of interest and allow the parties to exclude jurors who might have
conflicts of interest.59
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The arbitration process is also skewed against the interests of consumers
and the public because it is typically conducted in secret. In most cases,
relevant information concerning the proceedings and results of individual
arbitrations, as well as the existence of the arbitrations themselves, are
shielded from public disclosure. The ethics code for arbitrators imposes a
broad nondisclosure obligation on arbitrators. 60 Nevertheless, the CFPB
found a few forced arbitration clauses that sought to reinforce or expand on
these ethics rules by including separate confidentiality provisions.61 Thanks
to their status as repeat players, businesses will often already be aware of
much of this information. Access to such important details as how past
hearings were conducted and how past arbitrations were decided provide
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these businesses with a distinct advantage, enabling them to better prepare
for any pending and future arbitrations. In contrast, the average consumer
will almost never have the benefit of accumulated experience in the
arbitration process.
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Arbitration’s lack of transparency further harms the public by helping to
protect businesses against the disclosure of misdeeds, which might tarnish
their public image so that they lose customers and investors to competitors.
Moreover, public disclosure of a business’s misconduct can also benefit
other firms in its industry by discouraging unlawful competition or even a
“race to the bottom” scenario in which firms face increasingly strong
economic incentives to undertake actions that are harmful to consumers. In
effect, arbitration can enable businesses to gain a competitive advantage
from unlawful activity, since it provides a mechanism for hiding those
businesses’ egregious conduct from other customers—even if a few of their
former customers are able to obtain legal relief. This unlawful competition,
in turn, can create economic pressure on other businesses to similarly skirt
or violate the law.
Public information about corporate wrongdoing is important not only for
efficient market competition, but also for effective democratic government.
By identifying patterns of unlawful activity or consumer harm, citizens and
political leaders can more effectively and accurately evaluate current law
enforcement and better design social and legal reforms. For example, a 1998
lawsuit brought by Lilly Ledbetter against her employer Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company helped focus the public’s attention on the broad social
problem of gender-based pay discrimination for female workers. While
ultimately unsuccessful, the suit led to long-overdue legal reforms that make
it easier for female employees to bring equal-pay lawsuits under the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.62
Another way that arbitration’s secrecy takes away valuable public
information is by providing consumers with little opportunity for
conducting discovery.63 In the civil justice system, discovery serves the
critical function of revealing previously hidden information about the
potential harms that a company’s products or business products might pose
to consumers or its workers. For example, residents near DuPont’s
Parkersburg, West Virginia, chemical plant brought suit against the company
in 2001, seeking compensation and to force it to clean up their local water
supplies, which it had been polluting for several years. During the discovery
process, the plaintiffs and their attorney obtained documentary evidence
that one of the chemicals that was in their water supply, PFOA, was much
more dangerous than DuPont had previously disclosed. In particular, these
documents revealed that the company had known for at least two decades
that PFOA posed a significant health hazard to humans and had been linked
to developmental birth defects, liver disease, and prostate cancer.64
Unsurprisingly, businesses are anxious to keep this kind of information
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secret and would not otherwise disclose it in the absence of judiciallyenforced discovery procedures.
Beyond the lack of transparency, arbitration also differs from the civil justice
system in that it offers few procedural safeguards to ensure that consumers
receive a meaningful opportunity to state their case for relief. Arbitrators are
generally not required to have any legal training or expertise.65 In making
their decisions, arbitrators are not required to follow precedent or any
applicable law, and they do not have to provide parties with clear reasons
for their decision.66 The lack of such procedures increases the likelihood that
arbitrator’s decisions will be arbitrary or otherwise based on improper
considerations. Nevertheless, these decisions are binding on the consumer,
and could subject them to tens of thousands of dollars in fees and penalties.
When consumers receive adverse determinations, they rarely have the
opportunity to appeal them on the merits to either a civil court or an
arbitration appeals panel.67 In fact, AAA, the largest arbitration organization,
does not have an established appeals process for consumer claims; instead,
any appeals process must be specifically provided for in the relevant forced
arbitration clause. Among the two years’ worth of consumer claims the CFPB
studied, it could only identify four instances of arbitration appeals.68 Without
a robust appeals process, arbitration lacks a crucial accountability
mechanism for policing arbitrators’ decisions to ensure consistency and
fairness. Consequently, arbitrators will be more likely to resolve disputes by
issuing improper or incorrect decisions.

Among the two
years’ worth of
consumer
claims the CFPB
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arbitration
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As indicated above, the basic default rules that govern the arbitration
process are set by the presiding arbitration organization itself. Given that
arbitration is a completely private institution, however, parties to a contract
that contain a forced arbitration clause are free to negotiate the addition or
removal of procedures as they see fit. In the context of consumer contracts,
of course, it is always the corporation that takes advantage of this power,
and not surprisingly does so to advance its own interests. These rule
changes may not be clearly disclosed to consumers in advance, and may
themselves be altered or abandoned in the middle of an arbitration
proceeding without notice to the consumer.69
As it works toward a final rule, the CFPB should likewise consider adopting
restrictions aimed at eliminating some of the biased procedures that
prevent consumers from successfully pursuing their meritorious claims. The
agency’s pre-proposal outline would take a step in this direction by
introducing new transparency measures about the kinds of claims that are
brought and their eventual resolution. The CFPB should build on this effort
by prohibiting the financial services firms from including one-sided
restrictions on selecting an arbitrator in their forced arbitration agreements.
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The Financial Services Industry’s Arguments in Favor of
Forced Arbitration are Exaggerated or Lack Credibility

One arbitration
organization,
JAMS, may
charge
consumers up to
$1200 for a “case
management
fee” in addition
to arbitrator fees,
which have no
cap and are set
on a case-by-case
basis.

Without a hint of irony, the financial services industry contends that
arbitration is a boon for the public—one, evidently, that must be imposed
upon unsuspecting customers for their own good through the use of forced
arbitration clauses buried deep in lengthy adhesion contracts. In an effort to
deflect attention from how arbitration effectively insulates them from
accountability for harming consumers and breaking the law, banks and
financial institutions have attempted to argue that arbitration offers the
public several relative advantages over the use of the civil justice system to
vindicate their rights, including the time, cost, and fairness involved. They
further offer the standard antiregulatory arguments that imposing limits or
conditions on the use of forced arbitration will lead to higher prices for
consumers and increased unemployment. Opponents of the CFPB’s
upcoming regulation of forced arbitration clauses are likely to voice these
same arguments during the rulemaking process. As discussed below, each of
these arguments lacks merit.
Arbitration Does Not Provide Victims of Financial Harm with a Superior Vehicle
for Obtaining Justice
Pointing to the initial filing fees involved, the financial services industry
contends that arbitration is less expensive for consumers than litigation. A
simple comparison of these fees, however, offers no clear support for this
contention. As the CFPB’s final study on arbitration points out, it costs $400
to file a suit in federal court, while initiating a case in a typical municipal
small claims court will run only as a high as $112.70 In comparison, as noted
above, the filing fees that AAA and JAMS charge both fall within this range at
$200 and $250, respectively.
The industry argument also ignores that businesses are free to draft their
forced arbitration clauses to require initial filing fees that would be several
times greater than what it costs even to initiate a federal suit. For example,
under a different set of its rules, JAMS may charge consumers up to $1200
for a “case management fee” in addition to arbitrator fees, which have no
cap and are set on a case-by-case basis.71 Likewise, companies could follow
the lead of PayPal and specify that AAA’s Commercial Arbitration Rules
apply, which would significantly increase the initial filing fees to more than
$2500 since without regulation there is no prohibition on this behavior.

In many cases, those wishing to bring an arbitration action often must bear
several other expenses beyond just the initial filing fees. As noted above,
some companies stipulate that arbitration proceedings must take place in a
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certain location that, while convenient for the corporation, might require
consumers to travel thousands of miles at great personal expense.
Of course, when bringing a civil suit, plaintiffs frequently must retain an
attorney and incur other forms of litigation costs, such as obtaining evidence
to substantiate their claim. Indeed, according to industry supporters of
arbitration, attorneys’ fees, which they regard as excessive, are one of the
reasons that litigation, and
particularly class action lawsuits,
are too expensive. Contrary to
this claim, the CFPB’s final study
found that the average
attorneys’ fees in the class
actions it examined amounted to
just 21 percent of the cash
compensation obtained, or just
16 percent of total gross relief,
which also includes various
forms of in-kind relief.72
Conservative critics of the CFPB’s
final study point out that the
amount of attorneys’ fees as a
percentage of relief obtained
varied depending on the type of
case involved, suggesting that the fees were excessive in at least some of the
cases.73 This argument ignores, however, that variations in attorneys’ fees
are not unusual, given that they are set on a case-by-case basis to reflect the
technical difficulty of the case, the total number of hours worked, and other
such relevant factors. The fact that the presiding judge must approve
attorneys’ fees provides further support that the varying attorneys’ fee rates
were appropriate in light of the particular circumstances of each case.
These types of expenses do little to distinguish the civil justice system,
however, since the use of legal representation for consumers and complex
substantiating evidence is becoming increasingly common in the arbitration
process as well. As the CFPB’s final study observes, customers retained
attorneys in 63 percent of the arbitration filings it examined.74 Moreover, the
costs of obtaining necessary substantiating evidence for arbitrations can be
quite high as the 2013 Supreme Court case American Express, Co. v. Italian
Colors Restaurant dramatically demonstrates. There, the plaintiff small
businesses sought to form a class action in part to share the costs of
retaining economist consultants to conduct a complex analysis to support
their claim that American Express was charging certain credit card fees in
violation of federal antitrust law. The plaintiffs estimated that this analysis
would cost at least several hundred thousand dollars to produce.75 The
Court ultimately held that the plaintiffs were subject to a forced arbitration
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clause, which included a class action waiver, and thus were precluded from
forming a class to sue. The majority reached this decision, even though they
recognized the costs of obtaining the critical evidence far exceeded the
maximum compensation of $38,549 available to each plaintiff and that
preventing the plaintiffs from sharing this cost would thus deny them the
opportunity to effectively vindicate their rights.76

Class action suits
achieve
significant
judicial economy
by resolving the
common injuries
suffered by a
large group of
similarly situated
victims all at
once, rather than
incurring the
unnecessary
expense and
duplication of
numerous
individual civil
actions.

The financial services industry similarly argues that the arbitration process
delivers results faster for consumers as compared to litigation, and, at first
blush, the CFPB’s final study does appear to offer some evidence to support
this claim. It found that the median length of time to resolve an arbitration
involving in-person hearings was seven months.77 In comparison, the study
found that the median duration required to obtain resolution of multidistrict litigation class action lawsuits or court approval class action
settlements was about two years each.78
These numbers should be interpreted with caution, however. For one thing,
the defendant corporation in these kinds of class actions is often the party
responsible for dragging out the litigation, by filing frivolous motions
designed to delay proceedings by resisting or flouting required disclosures
during the discovery process, and by other time consuming strategies.79
These maneuvers are particularly effective at creating delay when they
defeat the very litigation procedures that are meant to expedite
proceedings, such as dispositive summary judgment motions. For another
thing, the significantly better results that customers achieve through the
litigation process are often worth additional time that must be expended.
After all, the relatively short timeline for resolving arbitration claims means
little to those victims of corporate malfeasance who do not have a fair
chance to pursue a meritorious claim in the first place.
A simple comparison of the length of time to resolve particular cases also
overlooks the significant efficiency benefits that litigation, and particularly
class actions, offers in the arena of consumer financial protection. As noted
above, class action suits achieve significant judicial economy by resolving
the common injuries suffered by a large group of similarly situated victims
all at once, rather than incurring the unnecessary expense and duplication of
numerous individual civil actions. In the absence of class action litigation,
many victims of corporate wrongdoing have no option available for
achieving justice. Moreover, private litigation complements, rather than
duplicates, government enforcement actions to protect consumers. The
CFPB’s final study found little overlap between private litigation and
government enforcement actions, and that when such overlap did exist, it
was usually the private litigation that preceded the government
enforcement action.80
Finally, proponents of forced arbitration argue that it delivers fairer and
more predictable results than the civil justice system. In a July 2015 letter to
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the CFPB, for example, attorneys for several financial industry trade groups
including the American Bankers Association (ABA) and the Financial Services
Roundtable resorted to cherry-picked data from the CFPB’s final study and
misleading comparisons to make the argument that consumers achieve
better results through arbitration. They began by noting that the CFPB’s final
study found that consumers who brought successful arbitration claims
recovered on average $5,389, for an average of 57 cents for every dollar
claimed.81 This finding, however, was based on only a small subset of the
arbitration awards data that the CFPB examined. Taking into account the
excluded data, the CFPB actually found that consumers recovered just 12
cents for every dollar claimed in the arbitrations it examined, as noted
above.82 Relying on different CFPB data, the banking industry letter goes on
to calculate that members of successful class action suits only recovered
$32.35 on average.83 Notably, though, these calculations are based on less
than 60 percent of the settlements that the CFPB examined for the study
and for which it had some data regarding settlement rewards.84 The attempt
to draw a firm conclusion about what the average recovery was for class
action members on the basis of these incomplete data is likely to be
inaccurate and therefore misleading.
Even if the banking industry letter had relied on more accurate data, its
comparison between individual arbitrations and class action suits is inapt. As
noted above, individuals wishing to pursue arbitration claims face significant
obstacles, which ultimately discourage them from pursuing such claims
except in those cases in which the stakes are relatively high. The CFPB’s final
study confirms that very few forced arbitration claims are made when the
remedy sought is small, finding that fewer than three percent of the
arbitration actions it examined—roughly only 25 per year—involved claims
for less than a $1000. In contrast, the CFPB found that the average
arbitration claim amount involved around $27,000.85 More to the point, this
comparison ignores the fact that one of the primary reasons that the class
action exists as a legal tool is to enable large groups of people to efficiently
pursue redress for relatively small injuries. By comparing the results of
successful class action litigation to a few successful individual arbitration
claims, all of which tend to involve higher stakes, the banking industry letter
creates the false impression that arbitrations are more advantageous for all
consumer complaints.
Industry claims about the fairness of arbitration also overlook the large
number of deserving victims who are ultimately unable to pursue their claim
to a successful conclusion. In many cases, the barriers to bringing a claim
discourage many from availing themselves of the arbitration process in the
first place. And, as noted above, those who do initiate arbitration claims
rarely prevail. In short, even were it true that arbitration provides significant
relief to a handful of lucky individuals, this hardly makes up for the fact that
many times more deserving claimants will receive no compensation at all.
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For all its imperfections, the civil justice system still offers all victims of
corporate wrongdoing a much better shot at fully vindicating their rights
than arbitration.

The arbitration
process is far
more likely to
yield arbitrary
outcomes than
a civil justice
system that
relies on juries.

Related to its claims about fairness, the financial services industry also
argues that arbitration yields more predictable results than does the civil
justice system. In particular, this contention primarily targets the role of
juries in the civil justice system, which, according to proponents of
arbitration, introduces needless unpredictability. 86 Juries play a vital role in
our democracy,87 and the push to further entrench forced arbitration can be
seen as a direct attack on the continued existence of civil juries as an
institution.
More broadly, though, the claim that arbitration offers significant
predictability fails upon closer examination. As noted above, arbitration
proceedings are typically kept secret, and arbitrators are not required to
explain the basis for their decisions to the parties. As a result, no body of
precedent is built up over time to guide the decisions of arbitrators in future
cases that involve similar fact patterns or raise analogous issues. Even if
required, most arbitrators would probably lack the skills necessary to
properly establish and follow precedent, since they are generally not
required to have any specialized legal training. Moreover, whereas the
judiciary has a robust appellate system that helps promote clarity and
consistency by supervising the application of precedent, no similar
mechanisms exists in arbitration, since the option to appeal an adverse
decision is rarely available to arbitration participants. Given this general lack
of institutions and mechanisms for promoting consistency and
predictability, the arbitration process is therefore far more likely to yield
arbitrary outcomes than a civil justice system that relies on juries.
Imposing Reasonable Limits on Forced Arbitration Will Not Increase Prices for
Consumers or Cause Unemployment
The prospect of the CFPB exercising its statutory authority to place limits on
the use of forced arbitration clauses has provoked the now familiar response
from the financial services industry that any such restrictions on their
operations would increase their prices for customers and lead to significant
job loss. The CFPB’s final study, however, refutes this claim.
Critically, the agency was able to test industry’s contention that forced
arbitration results in lower prices and expanded access to credit for
customers by examining how four large credit card companies responded to
a 2009 class action settlement in which they agreed to refrain from
incorporating forced arbitration clauses into their consumer contracts for a
period of at least three-and-half-years.88 The CFPB found that the affected
credit card companies did not raise their prices relative to their competitors
that continued employing forced arbitration clauses.89 The CFPB also found
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no evidence suggesting that the affected credit card companies reduced the
amount of credit they made available to potential customers, although the
results were less conclusive based on the limited data available.90
To be sure, the CFPB was unable to ascertain whether forced arbitration
actually lowers costs for the financial services industry, as its supporters
contend. The results described above do indicate, however, that whatever
costs savings the financial services industry might enjoy from forced
arbitration are not being passed on to consumers in any meaningful fashion.
This result should not come as a surprise, since, as noted above, the vast
majority of consumers are unaware that their contracts with the financial
services industry contain forced arbitration clauses and are thus generally
not able to demand lower prices or expanded credit in exchange for
accepting them. In the context of financial services, at least, the industry’s
“trickle down” theory in support of forced arbitration appears to have no
foundation in actual practice.
A related criticism often levied by opponents of regulation is that the
increased costs they impose on an industry leads to greater unemployment.
Despite its intuitive appeal, the claim lacks any theoretical or evidentiary
basis. After all, the steps a business undertakes to comply with or respond to
a new regulation is simply a form of spending, and as such generates
tangible economic activity. In turn, this spending generates job gains that
can offset whatever job losses a firm might experience as a result of a
regulation. The relevant question, then, is what net impact a given
regulation has on employment overall.
While difficult to measure, most existing studies find that regulations result
in either no overall impact or even an actual increase in employment in
some cases.91 For example, a study of Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data by
the Environmental Policy Institute (EPI) found little evidence that jobs are
lost due to regulation.92 Until recently, the BLS had developed an “extended
mass layoff” data series, which examined the reasons why companies lay off
50 or more workers for more than 30 days. Significantly, the data series were
based on employer-supplied information. EPI found that an average of only
0.3 percent of workers lost their jobs because of government regulations or
interventions during the years 2007 through 2009. This result is similar to
data concerning layoffs prior to 2007.93 (By comparison, the same data find
that extreme weather events have caused more extended mass layoffs.94)
Similarly, regulatory scholars at the University of Pennsylvania conducted a
comprehensive book-length study that looked at the economy-wide
employment impacts of regulation and concluded that “to date the
empirical work suggests that regulation plays relatively little role in affecting
the aggregate number of jobs in the United States.”95
Most importantly, this line of argument overlooks the fact that inadequate
regulation of the financial services industry can result in catastrophic job
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losses, as the recent global economic crisis dramatically demonstrated. The
2008 financial collapse and resulting Great Recession in the United States
was in large part precipitated by the steady deregulation of the financial
services industry over the course of several decades. According to a 2013
Government Accountability Office analysis, the economic crisis could cost
the United States more than $13 trillion in lost economic output over all. 96
Most estimates put the total job losses that resulted from the financial crisis
at 8.7 million.97 Thus, by contributing to greater stability in the financial
services industry and helping to avert similar financial crises, a CFPB
regulation that establishes reasonable limits on forced arbitration could help
to prevent future instances of catastrophic job loss. These benefits would in
turn far outweigh the limited direct job losses, if any, the rule might cause.
Even if the CFPB’s rule does reduce the profits of the financial services
industry, much of this impact would not constitute a “cost” in any event. As
noted above, the impacts these firms would experience would come in the
form of foregone profits obtained unjustly through fraud or other illegal
means as well as compliance costs aimed at preventing such illegal or
fraudulent behavior in the first place. As a matter of simple economics and
fairness, these impacts should rightly be categorized as social benefits to be
promoted, rather than costs to be avoided. After all, much of the costs that
financial services firms will experience under this rule would not disappear in
the rule’s absence. Instead, they would continue to be borne by consumers
in terms of stolen wealth and economic insecurity.
Importantly, the CFPB’s own study further indicates that any impacts that its
rule would have would be particularly minimal on those small firms in the
financial services industry. The CFPB found that forced arbitration clauses
were less common in consumer contracts issued by the small- and mid-sized
firms it studied, including contracts for consumer credit cards (75.0 percent
of large firms versus 42.1 percent of small- and mid-sized firms) and
checking accounts (45.6 percent versus 7.1 percent).98 Moreover, when
small- and mid-sized firms do include forced arbitration clauses in their
consumer contracts, these clauses were less likely to include key anticonsumer features. In particular, the CFPB found that the smallest firms it
studied were less likely to prohibit consumers from pursuing arbitration
claims collectively as a class action.99 Consequently, any restrictions that the
CFPB’s final rule places on the use of forced arbitration clauses would
impose little costs on many of the smaller firms covered by the rule, since it
would have little or no impact on their existing business practices.
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Conclusion
Now that the CFPB has determined that regulation of forced arbitration
clauses is warranted under Dodd-Frank, the agency should work quickly to
complete development of a strong rule with robust safeguards for
consumers that limits the abusive use of these clauses by the financial
services industry. The findings of the comprehensive final study that the
CFPB published in March 2015 provide ample evidence supporting this
determination, consistent with its legal authority under Dodd-Frank. The
study leaves little doubt that strict regulation of forced arbitration clauses
would be “in the public interest” and would contribute to the “protection of
consumers.” In particular, the final study includes the following key findings:












Consumers are largely unaware and do not understand the
significance of the forced arbitration clauses to which they are
subject;
Forced arbitration clauses are highly prevalent in a wide variety of
consumer contracts for financial services;
Consumers rarely avail themselves of the arbitration process,
particularly for smaller claims;
As compared to the civil justice system, the structure and process of
pursuing an arbitration claim differs in significant ways, all of which
are biased against providing consumers with a fair and realistic
chance of prevailing;
The rate of successful consumer arbitration claims is several times
lower than the rate of successful arbitration claims made by
corporations against consumers;
When consumers do prevail in arbitration, the relief they obtained
was quite limited, particularly when compared to the relief that
corporations obtained when they prevailed in arbitration; and
The available evidence contradicts the financial service industry’s
claim that limits on forced arbitration clauses will lead to increased
prices and restricted access to credit for consumers.

These findings convinced the CFPB to consider a regulation that bans forced
arbitration clauses that prohibit consumers from joining a class action in
court. However, it appears the initial proposal outline that the CFPB
announced in October 2015 does not go as far as it should to protect the
victims of corporate malfeasance, since it would still permit forced
arbitration clauses that force consumers to pursue their individual claims
through the arbitration process. The CFPB based this initial decision to leave
forced arbitration for individual claims unregulated on the limited data
available in its study. However, even these limited data tend to support the
conclusion that forced arbitration for individual claims makes consumers
worse off. In particular, these data suggest that the reason there are so few
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individual arbitration claims is that the barriers to bringing them are unduly
burdensome, leaving consumers no viable method for vindicating their
rights either in arbitration or in court.
As it undertakes the remaining steps of the rulemaking process, the CFPB
should at the very least consider revising its rule to address specific harmful
anti-consumer features of the arbitration process that discourage and even
prevent consumers from initiating and maintaining their individual
arbitration claims. In particular, the CFPB should place restrictions on
excessive filing fees, prohibit locating the arbitration hearings in
inconvenient locations, ban unduly short statutes of limitations, and prohibit
improper limitations on available relief. These restrictions would help to
eliminate some of the greatest barriers that prevent individuals from
successfully pursuing meritorious individual claims. The CFPB should also
consider taking steps to ensure that the arbitration process, once initiated, is
not unfairly stacked against consumers. The agency’s plan to make
arbitration cases and results more transparent will go a long way toward
addressing this issue. The CFPB should build on this effort by also
prohibiting financial services firms from giving themselves nearly total
control over the selection of arbitrators to hear consumer claims.
Based on the evidence contained in the agency’s final study on forced
arbitration clauses, the CFPB appears to have a strong obligation under
Dodd-Frank to take decisive action to address the use of forced arbitration
clauses that restrict both individual and class action lawsuits. Consistent with
the CFPB’s statutory mandate, a rule that preserves consumer access to the
civil justice system individually and collectively would undeniably protect
consumers and advance the public interest. Such a rule would ensure that
consumers always have access to a forum in which they have a fair and
realistic opportunity to pursue their meritorious claims. As the CFPB’s final
study indicates, arbitration fails to provide such a forum for both individual
and class action claims. As a result, forced arbitration denies victims of
corporate wrongdoing a viable avenue for seeking justice. In addition, it
would also enable the civil justice system to fulfill its unique role of
complementing and reinforcing the various Dodd-Frank regulatory
programs that are aimed at safeguarding consumer financial security. In
particular, the rule would ensure that the threat of tort liability is effectively
brought to bear on the financial services industry so that firms would be
deterred from defrauding their customers or undertaking other kinds of
activities that place their customers’ financial health at unacceptable risk.
This deterrent effect would thus help federal regulators to achieve DoddFrank’s goal of preventing the financial services industry from taking
advantage of American families and small businesses and causing them
economic harm. In fact, a robust civil justice system could even help prevent
the kinds of widespread abuses that precipitated the 2008 Wall Street
financial crisis, which cost the U.S. economy trillions of dollars and millions of
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jobs. In light of these important benefits, it is clear that the modest costs that
might be imposed on the financial services industry by a strong rule to
prohibit forced arbitration clauses that prevent consumers from bringing
individual and class action litigation would be more than justified.
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